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A. INTRODUCTION 


ASMG is a modification of IH~ OS/360 AssAmbler (P). These 
modifications are primarily ai.ed at increasin~ Hpeed and adding a 
student pro~ram processin~ capability. These modifications 
introduce several operational differences (control card and output 
listing chan"es), however, AS.MG is completely source-language 
compatible with Assembler (P). 

This manual attempts to describe how to add ASNG to an OS 
system. A rough outline of changes made to Assembler (F) and some 
hInts on possible changes to make to ASMG are also given. 

This documentation conforms to VlL7a of ASMG, which is roughly 
equivalent to Release 21.8 of Assembler (F). 
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B. VACHINE AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 


As well as the mInimum OS requirements, ASYG requIres the 
ComNercial and Sclen~Iflc ins~ruction sets. A .ini.um of 85K of 
core aust be available In the problem pro~raN partition for PCP or 
NPT. The core requirement ~or ~VT is about 15K more. The core 
requIrement Is a function of the size of the deck beina assembled 
and the data set hiocksizes being used. To assemble an 8000 line 
program under /'fVT requires a region size 01 116K. 

Performance is dependent on available storage and CPU model, 
among other things. Highest per~ormance will be obtained running in 
150X or more on a model 65 or hlwher. 

A 9-track ROO BPJ (or 1600 BPI, if requested) tape drive will 
be required to process the distribution tape. 

A UCS 1403 printer with PN or larger character set or a 1443 
printer with 62 character bar is needed to properly print the 
documentation data sets (this manual and the User's Guide). Also, 
i~ the printer used to print ASNG'a output listings does not have 
the coton character, then there will be blanks between the hours, 
minutes and seconds in the TINE= field in the headinge 
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C. OPERATIONAL DIPFERENCES WITH ASSEMBLER (P) 

1. Incompatlbllites. 

The detault options are LOAD,NODBCK instead of DECK ,NOLOAD. 
Also, NUW,STMT is detault instearl of NONUN,NOSTMT. 

The default instruction set includes the extended branch 
conditional register mnemonics. This will result in error messa~es 
for programs which contain definitions of these mnemonics ~s macros. 

SYSLIN is the name of the DD card pre"ferred for writinM the 
object deck under the LOAD option. [f SYSLIN is missing and SYSGO 
is present it will be used instead. 

2. Major Extensions. 

MiniRlum unique length abbreviations a.re accepted for the PARM 
options, plus many new PARMs exist to control the other extensions. 

The printing of the ESD and RLD Is normally suppressed, but is 
optionally allowed. 

The XREF is noraally printed in a squished lormat. It may 
optionally be printed in "full format or may be suppre9sed. 

A literal cross-reterence (LREP) is printed by default. This 
provides the same information about literals as an XREP provides 
about symbols. The Literals are listed in the EBCDIC collating 
sequence 01' the character string that detines them. This listing 
has heen formatted to allow for the extreae and variable lengths of 
literal strings. 

There is a BATCH option which allows multiple source decks to 
be assembled in one Job step. 

There is an EXECUTE option which allows simple prograllls to be 
loaded and executed by ~he assembler immediately folLowing the 
assembly. 

There is an INSTSET= option which allows the choosing of 
different instruction sets. Dlstributed lnstruction sets inclUde an 
OS Assembler (p) compatible one, plus one oriented toward assembling 
~or a System/360 or Systea/370 with extended branch register 
instructions and a DOS Assembler (P) COMpatible one. There are also 
instruction sets oriented toward a.ssembling programs on or t'or 
models 20, 44, and 67. 

The size of the unsubsetted local dictionary may exceed 64K, 
permittlna the assembly of extremely lar~e programs, provided there 
is su~flclent core available. 

Datasets with unlike characteristics or on unlike devices may 
be concatenated on SYSIN or SYSUP. 
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There is an EXTEN option to control tbefollowing languaae 
extensions: 
1) PRINT statements allowed in macros. 
2) Attributes of symbols defined in macros available. 
3) 	 SSYSDATE, &SYSTIWE, SSYSSTYP 

symbols available In open code 
4) 	 Named COMMON supported. 
5) 	 SETC variables may be declared 

or greater than 8 bytes. 
6) 	 The K' (count) operator may be 

variable. This Is In addition 
restriction. 

7) SETC variables containIng C, X, 
may be used in SETA expressions. 

and SSYSP&RM system variable 
and in macros. 

as having maximum lengths Less 

used on any SETA, SETB or SETC 
to the former parameters only 

or B type self-defining terms 

8) 	 Macro definitions may be included in source code as progra.mer 
macros using COPY. 

9) The extended DROP feature is supported. 
10) The extended EQU 1eature is supported. 
11) Label led CHOP, labelled ORG and unlabelled DSECT are valid. 
12) Comments may be generated in the operand field of generated 

sta temen ts. 
13) In the Assembly Phase, unary + and - are supported with eleven 

levels of parentbeses and twenty-five te.rlDS. 
14) Eight character TITLE labels are supported. 
15) To allow a label on other than the first TITLE statement of an 

assembly. 
16) Expressions allowed for literal dupl lcat ions and length 

lac tors. 
17) Current Location Counter '.' allowed in DupLication and Length 

factor calculations in DCs, DSs and literals. 
18) Support of 4 byte self-defining terms in Assembly Phases. 
19) Allow SETx variable dimension to be up to 9999. 
20) 'END' statement allowed in COPY code. Useful for SNP. 
21) Treat an MNOTE with only a quoted strlna as an operand as a 

co.ment when prInting. 
22) 	 Positional and Keyword parameters may be intermixed in the 

Macro Prototype and Macro InstructIon statements. 
23) 	 LCLx, GBLx 

variable's 

There is a 
they are edited, 
pinpointed. 

and ACTR state.ents can appear anywhe.re before the 
use in Open code or within a Macro de1inltion. 

FULLLIST option which prints the library .acros as 
a.llowing syntax errors in the library macros to be 

Support for so.e Model 67 RPQ instructions can be enabled by 
reassembtinM three of the assembler modules. See the user 
modifications sectIon. 

An UPDATE "facility is available which permits ASldG to 
simultaneously read an update deck and an old master data set, doing 
the assembly on the resulting (non-existing) new master. 

An optional first load 01' the assembler is available, called 
ASMGWYL, which allows the support of Wylbur Format input liles on 
the SYSIN, SYSUP and SYSLIB data sets. 
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D. DISTRIBUTION 

Dis~ribution o~ the curren~ version and level of ASMG will he 
.ade to those resistered users who suh.it a reel of tape con~aining 
at least 1200 teet. The dIstribution tape Is the result of doin& 
IEHNOVEs ~rom 2314 disk to ~ape. The tape wIll be 9-track ROO BPI 
unless 1600 BPI is specifically requested. [t is labelled' ASMG27 , , 
and contains the following datasets. 

DSNAMIl ~Eg Ii. E.QlUU..I 	 Q.miI1UIla 

ASMG.JCL 1 Sequential 	 Sample Jobs to copy ASMG 
into an OS system, test 
it and modify it. 

ASMG.LOADMODS 2 Unloaded PDS Load modules for ASMG 
ASMG.GUIDE.USERS .) Sequential Users guide 
ASltG.GUIDE.IkPL 4 SequentIal Implementation guIde 
ASMG. SOURCE 5 Unloaded PDS Source decks for basic 

V2L7 ASMG. 
ASMG.OH.JMODS 6 Unloaded PDS CorrespondIng obJec t deck 
ASMG.IIACROL I B 7 Unloaded PDS Wac ros needed to asseRlble 
ASMG.LKEDIN 8 Unloaded PDS Link editor can trot cards 

l8appinR the object decks 
1 nto load.ods 

ASMG27 A. UPDATE 9 Unloaded PDS V2L7a update cards for 
SOURCE and MACROLIB 

To retrieve the ASMG • .JCL Dataset run the followIng joh. 

I I ASaWO JOB 'COOIRR.V.PETERSEN,TIME=5,CAROS=1500,PAGES=50', 
1/ MSGLEVEL= 1 
II EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,RBGION=22K 
IISTSPR[NT D.D SYSOUT=A 
/ISYSUTI DO UNIT=2400, VOLUME=( PRJ VATE ,SER=ASMG21 ), DISP=OLD, 
1/ DSNAME=ASkG • .JCL 
IISYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=B 
IISYSIN D.D * .1 REPRO LIST=ALL 
.1 ENDUP 
1* 

Thl s will bot h pr In t and punc h the ASMG. JC L datase t. The jobs 
in ASUG.dCL have co.ments in them which sbould make their use self 
explanatory. 

A mas·ter copy of the ASMG User's Guide and ASMG I.plementation 
GuIde can be generated by using the IBBGENER programs provided in 
ASMG.dCL, using a TN print chain and £ull page carriage tape. I~ 

you do not have a TN print chain at your installation, ASMG.dCL (Job 
ASMG_l.)) also contains a program which will convert all lower case 
letters in 11tes 3 and 4 to upper case and generate master copies o~ 
these naanuals. 
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E. INTERNAL Dl FFERENCE S WI TH ASSEMBLER (P) 

Deck and Module names are chan~ed from IEUXXX to ASMGXXX. ASNG 
reverses the use 0 f SYSUTl and SYSUT3 ( i. e. ASMG uses SYSUT 1 where 
AsseDlbler (F) uses SYSUT3 and v ice-versa). The root seglllent 
(ASMGASM) has been aliased 'ASNG' for ease of reference. 

The following Modules have been deleted: 

ERR 	 The I/O error abort module. Its functions have been 
included in the ASM deck. 

F3E 	 The F3 subs~itution module in case of dictionary 
overflow. This si~ua~Ion now results In an abortion of 
the assembly wJth a return code of 20. 

MAC 	 The .acro I/O interface module. Phases PI to F3 now do 
~heir I/O directly or throu~h BUFF. 

2. DECKS ADDED: 

WYL 	 WYL is an update to deck ASM and perforllls all the 
functions of that driver routIne. The difference is that 
two adcons at LIST1+LlDBLK are defined and pointing to 
deblock routines for Wylbur Format input tiles. These 
addresses are used by routines ASMGFl, ASMGUP and ASMGF2A 
~o correctly process GET/READ reques~s to input files 
SYSIN, SYSUP and SYSLIB if those input files are in Wylbur 
format. 

BUFF - This deck handles the I/O buffering of the utilities. It 
also handles the core management functions for the 
aRsembler. The I/O buffering .routines try to keep all 
utility records in core. When it runs out of core it 
begins to spill records out onto the disk. When the 
records are read by the asseMbler, BUFF silllply doe~ a move 
if the record Is still in core, if not it does a spillin 
to retrIeve the record frolll the disk. This deck is in the 
ASMGASN mo du Ie. 

UP 	 This deck performs the update input fUnctions for 
Assembler (0). It is only loaded and used if PARM=UPDATE 
is spec if' ied. Each tiMe the assee Le I' (or the user's 
program under EXECUTE) attelllPts to read a card on SYSIN, 
th.1s proM.ra. is invoked instead. This is because ASNGFl 
has placed the address of ASMGUP into the .DCBGET address 
i'ield of the SYSIN DC.B. This routine wIlL read records 
frolll SYSIN and/or SYSUP to deter.lne whIch record should 
be passed to the assembler next. The record is moved to 
the buf~er specified by the user. All ASWGUP registers 
are saved each time it returns so it will remember where 
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i~ was and what it was doin@ the last time it was 
eIecuted. When end o~ file is hit on both SYSIN and 
SYSUP, ASMGUP te.r.Inates itself by taking the EODAD exit 
ot SYSIN. If an internal UPDATE error severIty code 
should exceed the UPCON.D= paralllete r, then a switch is set 
in LISTl and the update continues. ASMGUP is loaded by 
ASNGPl and remains r.sident tor the entire asselllbly. 

FBX 	 Thls deck loads and executes the object deck of the 
progra. Just asse.bled. It contains a si_ple one-pass 
loader which canDot Linkedlt two or more decks' together. 
Before executing the loaded program a SPIE and STINER are 
issued to regain control in case o~ program interrupts or 
in£inlte loops. FBX also contains a core-dump routine to 
aid in finding the cause of proaraa interrupts and timer 
overflows. The PEX deck is in the FPP module. 

MACP - This routine is an experi_ental routine that makes only 
the _acro expansion facilities of the Asse_bler available 
to the user. The input fIles are still SYSIN, SYSUP and 
SYSLIB contain ina normal conditional asse_bly stateaents, 
_acro calls, COpy code etc. All valid _aero calls and 
COpy requests are changed to cOIII_ent statelllents in the 
output. Proara._er .acro definitions deli.lted by MACRO 
and MEND in the SYSIN stream are fla"aed In the SYSPRINT 
listing and removed from the source output. In this way, 
a partial asseably .ay be done to expand all or some ot 
the condi tional asse_bly statements o.f an assembly to 
produce a source tile that contains fewer or no macros. 
This routine has been used to expand user aacros in an 
assembler source deck, without expanding IBM aacros from 
SYS1.MACLIB. It has been used to preprocess _inl computer 
source files to allow access to the (G) level macro 
fa.cilities where the assembler for the mini either had 
little or no macro £acillties. [t has been used to give 
access to COpy :facilities in Fortran source ~iles. 

To use this routine, it must be given a AL[AS name of 
ASKGP7 and be STEPLIBed to in an assembly. The result is 
that -the first assembly phase after the lIIacro expansion 
phase is replaced by thIs routine. 

3. iE-STRUCTURING Of DECKS IN MQDULE~: 

FI 	 This deck is now in the F7 module. 

ASM 	 ASK does a BLDL on all the toad _odules necessary tor 
every assembly. Tbe results are used in LINKs and XCTLs 
by the assembler. All the assembler DCB's are now in ASK. 
The SYNAD routines for SYSPRINT and SYSPUNCH attempt to 
coun t -the numbe.r of I/O errors (I.E. the number of times 
SYNAD was entered) and then ignore them. The SYNAD 
routine lor all the other DCB's prints a diagnostic which 
inclUdes SYNADAF information, and then returns with a 
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completion code of 20. A routine is added to ASK which 
monitors the SYSIN dataset to handle EOF sltuationa. In 
BATCH and EXECUTE it also checks ~or SJOB cards. Thia 
routine alao handles concatenation o~ unlike dataeete on 
SYSIN. ASM containa an (/0 monitor for all non-utility 
output data sets. Its address is patched into the DeBPUT 
~ield by Fl. By ~lags in a DCB trailer it accepts no 
carriage control, nu.eric carria8e control or ASA carriaae 
control done with PUT 1i0VE conventions. The nuaeric or 
ASA is converted to ..chine carria&e control for SYSPRINT 
and SYSTERM. All datasets are closed and PREEPOOLs issued 
by ASK. 

Fl PARY scan changed to accept new PARMS and to print out the 
options line. The TIOT Is scanned to determine if SYSLIN 
or SYSGO should be used for object output. All necessary 
data sets are opened, and success of each open is checked 
and a diaanostic printed in case o~ failure. (f no SYSLIS 
card is found in the TIOT then SYSLIS will not be opened. 
A SYSPRINT DD card need not be present if NOLIST,TEIlM Is 
specified in the parameter list and SYSTERN is present. 
In such a case a du••y I/O routine is provided In ASN for 
SYSPRINT (BIl 14). SYSlN And SYSLIN may be ~iven the sa.e 
buf~ers out of the sam. buffer pool l~ the options Are 
LOAD,NOEXECUTE,NOBATCH. The SYSl.IS directories tlre read 
and a macro naae vs. TTR (disk address) is set up. If 
this incore directory should overflow, a flaa is set In 
ASM and F2 will do conventional OS FINDs to att••pt to 
locate macros not contained in the incore table. A count 
of these FINDs is kept for a diaanostic in FD. Available 
s toraae is GETMAIN ed as spec i.f 1 ed by the SPACE= parameter 
and alven to BUFF for ~uture allocation. Bu~1er 

allocation is revised, and the neces9ary core retrieved 
frolll BU.PF. If UPDATE has been specified Pi loads the 
AS.MGUP tRodule and places Its address in the DCBGETtleld 
of STSIN after savlnH the real address in ASNGASW. An 
ASMGISXX .odule is loaded, the InitIal global dictionary 
.oved out of it, and the module deleted (XX coaes ~ro .. the 
INSTSBT=XX parameter), unless BATCH is speci~led In whIch 
case it Is loaded and kept resident. 

F2 Dictionary allocation is altered so that unsubsetted 
blocks .ust stay in core and be subsetted in core (SYSUT2 
is unused). Also more than &4 blocks of unsubsetted 
dictionary are allowed. MACRO and MEND state.ents are 
allowed within COPY code and PRINT statements are 
permitted in macros unless NUEXTEN is specified in the 
par. "field. SYSLIB is double buffered fo.r everything 
except copies from system macros. Instead o"f doing FINDs, 
F2 looks up the nallle in the macro directory set up by PI 
and does a POINT. 11 the aacro directory is ~ull then a 
conventional OS FIN.D is done to search tor the .acro on 
disk and a counter is incremented. Utility I/O is done 
throuah BUFF and SYSIN and SYSLIB I/O is done directly. 
The library macros are written on UT3 if PULLLIST Is 
speci~ied. A check to determine whether it is necessary 
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F7 

FI 

14'8 

to issue BYROR 78 is made. Labels in macros and the extra 
system variable symbols are placed in the local dictionary 
if EXTEN is spec11ied. The lenath declaration is scanned 
0'1" for SETC variables, and the subsetting altered 
accordlna1y. 

Core manaae.ent revised to use BUPP. Handline 01 I/O 
altered to attempt to reduce the nu.ber 0" records read 
when expanding macros. ThIs is done by alLocatina one 
bu:ffer 'for SYSUT3 and two buf'fers tor SYSUTl and checking 
1'1 the block to be read is not alreadY in one of these 
buf'fers. The output is single bu~fered instead of dOUble 
buffered. 1:t the abort switch in LISTl has been set by 
ASKGUP, then only a generated comment, an ASMGl15 
diagnostic and an END statement is output. FJ XCTLs 
directly to RTA. The extra system variable symbols are 
processed. The ACTR is divided by 2 on each error. 
Handllna of SETe variables Is revIsed to check the maxi.um 
length. Support o:f SET's contaIning C, X or B self
de:fIning terms is included. 

The ability to iterate is removed, requiring that the 
entire symbol table fit in core. The symbol table is 
changed so that it can also be used as the LREF and the 
XREF definition records. Only reference type XREF records 
are wrItten out, and the size of these records are 
reduced. The LBT and ESD are kept in core intermingled 
with symbol table entries, as are LRBF reterence records. 
Core fo.r the symbol table Is dynamica lty obtained from 
BUFF as the symbol table grows. The symbol table grows by 
24 bytes per symbol de.,inltion i., XRBP is specified and by 
17 bytes per symbol if NOXRE.F. l:f LREF is on, the sy.bol 
table grows by 6 bytes per literal defInItion plus 5 bytes 
per literal reterence. The previous location counter is 
added to ORG records. The text I/O Is single buf1ered 
Instead of double bu~1ered and tbe I/O is done throuah 
BUFF. 

The LBT 1s converted Into the L.AT in co.re wbere it sits. 
The BSD is written on SYSUT2 :tor PBX i~ EXECUTE. The ESD 
is not printed unless requested. Utility I/O is done 
through BUPF. 

I/O changed to use BUFF. Symbol table lookup made 
compatible with F7. TXT records put on SYSUT2 if EXECUTE. 
The text input is single buf1ered instead o£ double 
buf1ered. Eacb USING, DROP and POP USING operation saves 
away the current statement nu.ber if the UMAP option bas 
been speci11ed. An attempt is .ade to print lines in 
error even under PRINT OFF,NOGEN,NODATA. The 1irst 
Location counte.r senerated by a aacro call under PRINT 
NOGEN Is prInted besIde the last statement 01 tbe call. 
The print switch is turned on a£ter the END card in case 
o£ FULLLIST. The previous location counter is printed in 
the ADDR2 field for ORG. USING and EOU arauaents print in 
the ADDR2 1ield as well. Non-co••ent MNOTBS are 11aaged. 
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The data on TXT cards is packed more ef~iciently. 

FPP 	 The UMAP 1. processed before the LREF. The entries are 
proc••••d • .,quentialty In the order ot the USING. A DROP 
.tat..ent nu.ber o~ zero is replac.d by 'BND'. 

The LRBF is proces.ed betore the XRBF as follows: 1. 
De'finition records are taken fr08 the sYlltbot table in 
core, one at a tillte via linear search (because of core 
restrictJons). A chosen literal Is removed 'fro. the 
li terat chain. 2. The reference records are 80re compact 
and do not need sortln~. 3. Printing of an LREF Is not 
dependent on the LIST or XREF options. 

The X.RBF is processed before the RLD. XREF handling is 
co.pletely revised since: 1. Definition records are 
taken fro. syaboL table in core. 2. The reference records 
are 1II0re co.pact. 3. The reference records d<l not need 
sorting since F7 cannot iterate. 4. Two printed for.ats 
are avaiLable: squished and full. 5. Println8 is not 
dependent on the LIST option. 

The RLD is printed only if requested. The RLD is written 
on SYSUT2 1'f BXECUTE is specified. UtIlity I/O Is done 
throu8h BUPF. 

PD Some extra erro.r s"ltches In ASM are tested. PrintIng of 
the errors Is not dependent on the LIST option. Utility 
I/O is done through BUFP. If BATCH and NOEXBCUTE are 
speci'fied, then a eight byte entry is constructed using 
BUFF for a su••ary to be printed at the end of the batch. 
This suamary is printed If the end of file switch In ASN 
.is on. PEX Is branched to if EXBCUTB speci'fied. It BATCH 
is speclfled,FD determInes If another asseJllbty Is to be 
done. A register is set telling RTA whether or not it 
should XCTL directly to PI based on the occurrence of EOF 
on SYSIN. Otherwise, RTA will return to ASVGASM and 
ter.inate the step. 

- 14 
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P. MEMORY MAP POQ lOOK ENVIRONMBNT 

VALUES IN BRACKETS ARE TYPICAL 

01 Ei f2 f3 f7 f8 fPP 
I 
I ASMGASM & BUFF 

I 8.01( 

L 


101 I RIA 2.0K 

1 Fl F2 I f3 I I 

1 & & 1 8.9K F7 1 F8 I FPP 

I COMMON COMMON 1 S liFO, 


201 I Global Fill & 
I 1 DIct 1 1 FEX 
I 26.0K 26.01( IUT3 buff 1 1 
I I 1~.21:1 22.71( 1 22.81 I 21.9K 

301 I No t I I 
.l l Uaed I L.___ 
1 ASMGISxx Module (only it BATCH) (2.1 or 4K) 
I UT3 Buffer I SYSUTI UT3 bufft upused I 
L (2.21:) I buffers (2.21) ladJtb III XREF 

401 UTI Bu:ffer 1,4.01) UT2 bU1'flUT3 buffl sort, 
t (2.01:) I <2.2&) 1(2.21) 1 RLD 
I SYSLIB 1 \ sort, 
1 Buf1'ers I Local I EXECUTE 
I (6.1K 1 I DIet I load 

501 I I Area SymboL Table I area 
I I I I 
I I Dict , I S 
I I Area I ,p 
1 1 lilt 

601 1 Min=6k I 1 C 

L L I! \ E 
\ (PloatinM Boundary) 
I 

70\ 

1 Dyn&ll1icBufl'er area controlled by BUPP 

\

1 Mln=IK + blkslze of each utility In 

I Read Mode + blkslze of largest 


801 Utility in Write Mode. 

L-- (filln: BK 1
, 
I Macro Macro directory i1' BATCH 

901 Directory dynamic buf1'er area if N08ATCH 
1 ( 61:) 1 
.l- os fr99 CAre (2K or .1:) for defAult SP= 
1 Access Methods (5K) 

1 and QSAM buf1'ers (lK)


100.l______________ 
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G. USER VODIFICATIONS 


Tbe tollo.lna p ..ocedu.. e should be followed in .aking changes to 
the aBaeabler. Update the sou..ce membe .. in ASMG.SOURCB. Assemble 
it into the co.... espondin" meaber of' ASMG.OBJMODS. Linkedit the 
necessa..y object decks into ASMG.LOAOMOOS using ASMG.LKEDIN as a 
guide to .hlch object decks ~o into whIch LOADMODS. 

Near the start 01' many decks appears the statemen·t 'COPY 
ASMGSET'. This statement copies the definition of two globat set 
syabols f ..om ASMG.M.ACROLIB. T,hese set symbols are f:OEnUG which 
controls the outputting of some debu6!ging information, and SSTAT 
which controls the outputting 01 some statistics into ...ation. If 
either 01' these switches are turned on in ASNGSET and one or more of 
the decks that usesthelD is reasselUlled, then a IISTATDHUG DO 
SYSOUT=A card is needed. Everything printed on STATDBUG is done by 
a OPEN, PUT, CLOSE, FREEPOOL sequence, wbich results in very slow 
execution. 

The de1'ault EXEC paras are set in deck ASMGF1, CSECT COMMON at 
tocation 'EXTMWD' and1'ollowing. The default DD names are set in 
deck ASK near location 'DEFDDNAM' and also in the DCB detinitions in 
ASM. The default DCB BL~SIZB and BUFNO are specified in deck FI 
near locat10n 'DCBTAB'. 

If 1000 macros in SYSLIH is too ..estrictlv. tor an 
instaLlation, i.e. If too aany OS FINDS are being done to completp 
an asseably and thus .. educln .. pe .. torl8ance then GRLA var.lable &MAXMAC 
in ASMGSET may be changed lro. 1000 to a .ore suitable value. The 
option 01 atte.pting to use SYSGO if' SYSLIN .is .issina is cont ..olled 
by variable 6SYSGO in ASMGSET in the assembly of ASMGFI. 

The name of the batch-execute separator card 'SJOR' is defined 
in deck ASM at locat ion '$JOB'. 

To add a new instruction set examine one o~ the present 
ASMGISXX source listings, particularly the comments at the end of 

the INSTSET macro. Copy one of the present ASMGISXX source decks 
into a new source member (using (EBGENER for example) and modify it 
to sui t your requI.re.ents. 

ExplIcit GETIIAINS are done 
'BUFAGA IN', 'GETMAIN', and • GETV AR' • 
the OPEN in deck Fl near ·OPBN.AC'. 
Fl near 'ERROR998, and in ASX near 
only explici t no in ASIIG is in deck 

in deck F1 neal" locations 
I.p lic It GET.IIAINs are done by 
Explicit FREEMAINs are done in 
'RETURN' and 'FREEPOOLt. The 

ASN" neal" 'AU2'. 

To generate support for the model 67 RPQ inst ..uctions AX, DX, 
LX, MI, SX, ADD, MDD, SDD, SLT, ADDR, MDDR, SDDR, and SWPR you 
should turn on the appropriate symbolic switch in ASMGSET, 
reassembLe decks F7X, F8x and 1867 and relinkedit these decks. If 
thIs chan"e is .ade, then ASMG will not flag R2 of AXR, IIXR, or SXR 
for beIng 2 or 6. 
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H. PERFORMANCE 

The 10Llowina bench .~rk tests were made, runnlna Btand-aLone 
under HASP/NVT, on a Model J75 with three 2314 diak drIves on 
aepa.rate channels and a 2301 drUM on another. The system waa 18.6 
MVT with HASP l.3. Two aeriea of tests were done. The first was 
run alter an IPL to incLude two megabytes of Ampex LCS with an 
effective cycLe time of 1.8 ti.es the cycLe tIMe o. the .eaabyte o. 
fast core. The LCS was used for the LInk Pack area and part of 
HASP. The second series was run on the machine IPLed wIth onLy the 
meaabyte o~ .ast core. 

The "erslon o.f Asseabler (P) was Release 20 (150CT70), of 
Asseabler (G) was V2L4 (19FEB71) and of Asseabler (H) was VOL. The 
following paraaeters were Used .for all asselahlies, where applicabLe 
and not already the default. 

PAR~='LIST,XREF,NODECK,LOAD,ESD,RLD,IS=O' 

Source waS read from diek and output was spooled by HASP. All 
utilities and SYSLIN were pre-allocated disk data sets. An optimal 
allocation 01 data sets for each processor waa attempted, Inc·Ludinll: 
the folLowIng: 

ASIU' 	 separate channeLs lor all three u'tititles. 
UTI separate chan.oe 1 "frona SYSIN and SYSGO. 
UT3 separate channe 1 f.rom SYSLIB. 

ASMG 	 separate channels "for all three utilities. 
UTI aeparate channe 1 "from SYS.LIB. 
UT3 separa'te channel from SYSIN and SYSLIN. 

ASKB 	 UTt separate channel "fro.. everything. 

Two test decks were used. The ASMGF2 deck of Assembler (G) is 
about 4500 statements lana and contains al.ost no macros. The LANDR 
deck of WATFIV Is about 8000 statements long and is 'filthy with 
.any, aany' macros. 

The Real time, CPU time, number 01 non-RASP EXCPs and Cost are 
si.ply the 1'i&\lreS given by HASP tor the Job. The Cost in 
University of Waterloo dollars was based on the accounting formula 
at the time: 

Cost (in S) = 700*CPU + .58*C*ERT + .OOI6*PRT + .0066*PCH + .0014*RD 
where: 

CPU = hours 01' ac~ual central processor attention. 
C =.833*( R + • 002*R*R ); a weight ed lIleasure of core usage. 
R = kilobytes of core assigned for Job step. 
ERT = estimated 'real' tillle that the Job step 

would require i1' there were DO higher 
priority Jobs steating CPU attention. 

PRT = nuaber of lines printed. 
peR = number of cards punched. 

17 
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RD = number o~ cards read. 

In the tinal cost comparison ASWG is cheatin& slightly because 
it is printing its squisbed tormat XREF, thus savina on printer 
costs. This ditterence In prInter cost amounts to about Sl.30 tor 
ASMGF2 (5191 lines instead ot 6013) and $2.50 tor LANDR (5292 lines 
Instead ot 6906). Assemblers (P) and (H) printed 6001 and 5997 
lines for ASMGP2, respectively, and 6883 and 6895 lines tor LANDR, 
respectively. ALso, no attempt bas been made to inclUde the actuaL 
cost ot any of the assemblers In the cost of running the sample 
programmes. 

The .. iniaumrealion tor Assembler (G) asse.blln. ASMGF2 was R81 
and tor LANDR was t22X. The minimu. regIon for Asseabler (H) 

asseabling ASMGP2 was 176X and for LANDR was 2121. These minimums 
are not absolute, but depend on what routines are included in the 
Link Pack area. 

Some of the conclusions that can be drawn trom the tests are: 

The .ost economIcal region tor Assembler (p) is about 80K. 

The most economical region for Asse..bler (0) is up to 150K. 

The .ost economical region for Assellbler (H) is up to 250K. 
Economical re~ers to University of Waterloo dollars in the above. 

Assembler (F) performance is highly dependent on the number 01 

macros in an assembLy. 

Macros do not affect Assembler (0) very much. 

Assembler (H) loses much of its performance advanta"e when 
processin" macros. 

Assembler (0) suffers least when access methods are in LeS, and 
(P) suffers the most. 

Assembler (8) is faster than Assembler (G) which is faster than 
Assembler (F). 

Assembler (P) requires less core than Assembler (G) which 
requires less core than Asselllb le r (H). 

Little is to be gained rUnning any of the Asseablers in a 
region .far in excess of Its minimum requirement. 
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Aaselllb leI' perfor.ance with LCS 

I ReaL Tl.e CPU Ti.e \ M non HASP I Cost \ 
ASNGF2\ (.in.) ( mi n. ) I EXCPs I ( U of W $) I 
a8a l onl E g II L--'L III E _G--11 L E Q 11 -l 
64X 11.44 .58 -I 2902 - I 17.51 I 
801( 11.21 .55 -I 1781 - I 17.08 I 
88x 11.24 1.09 .56 .53 -I 1801 2467 - I 17.30 15.93 I 

1001( 11.21 1.08 .55 .53 -I 1716 2366 - I 17.31 16.03 I 
150K 11.16 .83 .54 .49 -I 1552 933 - I 17.97 15.63 I 
176K 11.16 .76 .57 .54 .49 .381 1552 776 3981 18.37 15.6E 15.161 
200K It.16 .74 .56 .54 .49 .381 1553 708 391 I 18.84 15.92 15.321 
250K \1.16 .77 .56 .54 .49 .38\ 1552 701 3891 19.75 16.54 15.771 
300K \1.15 .77 .56 .54 .49 .381 1552 687 3881 20.84 17.26 16.221 
400K 11.15 .80 .56 .54 .50 .38\ 1552 666 3891 23.21 18.86 17.331 
7501(* 11.16 .71 .55 .54 .48 .381 1552 412 3261 34.74 24.09 22.001 

LANDIi 

64K 18.72 - 11.60 -\18800 - I 35.55 I 
80K 19.13 - \1.50 -112825 - \ 3.1.95 I 

lOOK 18.69 - 11.40 -111508 - \ 33.75 I 
122K 18.67 1.67 - 11.40 1.05 -111395 2496 - \ 35.31 23.50 I 
150K 18.62 1.46 - 11.38 1.03 -111258 1589 - I 37.28 23.27 I 
2061( \8.63 1.34 - 11.39 1.01 -111306 969 - I 41.83 23.63 1 
212" 18.63 1.33 1.6711.40 1.01 .89111318 957 1152\ 43.15 23.87 24.90 I 
2501( 18.52 1.34 1.361 1.37 1.02 .88110944 950 7981 46.06 24.83 25.0sl 
300K 18.52 1.36 1.3311.36 1.03 .88110944 938 7701 51.29 26.16 26.131 
400K 18.53 1.39 1.3211.37 1.05 .88110944 917 7541 63.55 29.27 28.441 
'750K* IS.52 1.34 1.2811.35 1.04 .8'7110944 702 6531121.77 41.19 38.811 

*NOTE: Assembler (F) would not use .ore than 548K in a 750x region. 
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Asse.bl erPer-rorlllance without Les 

I aeal Tl•• I CPU Tl.e II non HASP I Cost I 

AS)(GP21 (.in. ) I ( 1ft In. ) EXCPs I ( II o-r " $ ) I 

Rea Ion I £ Q Ii I f Q 11 f ~ lL 1 E W Ii 1 

641: 11.44 - , .53 2900 - I 16.91 I 

801: 11.21 - I .50 1781 - I 16.54 I 

88K 11.23 1.13 - I .51 .49 1801 2515 - / 16.75 15.40 I 


lOOK 11.19 1.10 - I .50 .49 1716 2401 - I 16.75 15.87 I 

150K 11.14 .82 - I .50 .46 1552 996 - I 17.39 15.13 I 

176K 11.14 .75 .551 .50 .45 .33 1552 776 3981 17.79 15.18 14.52 I 

200K /1.15 .74 .551 .50 .46 .33 1552 708 3911 18.21 15.43 14.691 

2501: 11.14 .76 .541 .49 .45 .33 1552 698 3891 19.06 15.99 15.06/ 

300K 11.13 .77 .541 .50 .46 .33 1552 688 3881 20.07 16.71 15.461 

400K 11.14 .80 .541 .50 .47 .33 1552 667 388/ 22.40 18.27 16.451 

500K 11.14 .81 .541 .49 .47 .33 1552 628 3601 25.09 20.04 17.501 


LANDR 
641( 18.72 - 11.48 - /18801 - I 34.17 I 

SOK 18.26 - 11.41 - /12825 - 1 32.87 I 


lOOK 17.81 - 11.31 - 111508 - I 32.62 I 

122tc: 17.79 1.66 - 1 1.31 1.01 - 111393 2496 - 1 34.18 22.95 I 

150K 17.75 1.46 - 1t. 30 .99 - 111258 1589 - I 36.16 22.74 I 

206K 17.77 1.32 - 11.30 .97 - 111306 969 - I 40.64 23.09 I 

212K 17.78 1.32 1.6511.31 .97 .83111318 957 11521 41.85 23.33 24.071 

2501: 17.65 1.34 1.3211.27 .98 .82110944 950 8001 44.60 24.26 24.101 

300K 17.66 1.35 1.2911.21 .99 .81110944 938 7691 49.86 25.55 25.051 

400K 17.64 1.38 1.281 1.28 1.01 .81 110944 817 7541 61.91 28.60 27.261 

500K 17.65 1.40 1.2811.27 1.02 .81110945 892 7471 15.87 31.96 29. A2/ 
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I. RBLBASR PROSE 

This section I"'eplaces the no~.al separate Prose document that 
accompanies each ~elease. Its purpose is to summarize the changes 
for this release and to show the growth of Assembler (G) since its 
first release. 

ASMG V1LO Release::: 180CT67 

ASYG V1L 1 Release=OJNOV67 

1. Assembler (F) updates ~rom Release 11 to Release 12. 
2. Pix LTORG problem. 

ASMG VI L2 Re l ease=O 4DEC67 

1. Assembler (F) updates fro. Release 12 to Releuse 13. 
2. True blockslze writ~en on SYSUTI by ASNGP2. 

ASJlGV1LJ Release=12JAH68 

1. UTBUPP=3 'fo r en ti re ass embty. 
2. No iterating allowed in assembly phases. 
J. ASatGPI incorporated into ASMGF7. 
4. Ne. XREF handling. 
5. I.pte.entation o'f the EXECUTE option. 
6. Macro directory built in core. 

ASMG Vll.4 fle leas e= 15J AN68 

1. Fixes to bugs in ESD handLing. 
2. Pixes to bUMS in XREP handlina. 

ASMG VI L5 Re lease=29PE868 

1. Double bu'f.fered reads of SYSLIB. 
2. Subsettlna o.f dictionaries in core. 
3. Phase ASMGFJ doing less I/O. 
4. IHSTSET= feature implemented. 
5. Pixed bugs In BUFF a.nd F7. 
6. BATCH option Working. 
7. Updates to Release 14 level. 

ASMG V2LO Release=11MAR68 

t. Comments and deck names changed to ASMG. 
2. BUFP tries to check spillouts to get .ore core. 
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ASNO 	 V2Ll Release=t 2JULbR 

1. 	 Two bugs existed in the 8UFF routine. These bUKR were 
extre.ely parti~ion-size dependent and thus appeared quite 
rando.ly. The sy.ptoms were variable. 

2. 	 The .acro directory reading routine in Fl dld not work 
correctly 1~ there were no unused directory blocks on each 
SYSL[B dataset. SYMptOMS were unde~ined opeode error messages 
for so.e macros In STSLIB. 

3. 	 ASMG dId not work under MVT due to three distinct core 
Managewent problems and one return/base-register problem. 

4. 	 As part of the heading line ASWG now prints 'SYSTBM=IXX', where 
XIX is 'PCP', '111FT' or ')lVT'. It gains this infor.ation ~rom 
an undOCUMented byte in the eVT. Warning -- this byte may not 
exist in releases prior to 13. 

5. 	 The IMpleMentation Guide specified that 2K ot core was left 
free .tor as. This was incorrect as 41C. was actually le~t free. 
[n V2Ll ASMG 21C. is left free tor PCP and MFr, and 4K left free 
for MVT, the decision based on item 4 above. 

6. 	 A program with no END card produced an OCb in 1"2, except that a 
null prograM produced an OCI in FJ. 

7. 	 A routine in F2 was someti.es called without the proper hase 
register setting, resulting in an OC4 abend. 

8. 	 If the stora~e required tor subscripted variable symbols was 
greater than llC., the dictionary was not correctly subsetted. 
Possible symptoms include OC5 or oe6 in P2, or undefined macro 
of undefined sequence symbol error messages. 

9. 	 [t copy code contained an END card, and macros were needed from 
STSLIB, an OC4 occurred in P2. 

10. 	 The restore Job in ASMG.JCL did not block datasets correctLy. 
11. 	 BUPP would sometimes use excessive disk space because it did 

not correctly rewind the utility file. 
12. 	 BUPF is altered slIghtly to reduce the chances of doin~ 

unnecessary spillouts. 
13. 	 The text output o~ F7 ie single buffered instead of double 

bu~fered to save core. This wIll adversly af~ect performance 
It UTBUPF~=3 is specified. 

14. 	 The symbol table grow increment is changed from a fixed 4K to 
equal .25*SYSUT2&3 blksize to reduce the probable amount of 
unused core. 

15. 	 BUFF's BeL is changed to Mrow in a fixed increment of 25~ bytes 
rather than by the size o~ the I/O buffer that happened to he 
adjacent to 1 t. BUFF' s core management is a ltered so that 1 t 
is no longer necessary to have an unused maxi.um length buffer 
reserved. As well as saving a huffer, the probable unused 
amount of the RCL is redUced. 

lb. 	 The rewinding of UTt and UT2 is moved from the end of P2 to the 
start o~ P3 to .reduce the chances of BUFF not having enough 
core to do the rewind. 

17. 	 The ASMGISxx modules are made smaller to reduce the minimum 
dictionary require.ent and also the load time. Also they are 
marked re-entrant in the hopes that YVT aay keep them in core 
durin~ BATCH assemblies. 

18. 	 Miscellaneous minor changes have been made to save core. 
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19. 	 As a result 01 iteMs 13 to 18, the miniMuM core check is 
chanaed IroN 981( ~o 901( (ASatG may actually beCOMe G-level 
someday). 

20. 	 Debu~~ing code has b~en added to BUFF. This code is not 
aenerated In the distribution version. 

11. 	 ABKa will accept seyeral paras which have not yet been (and 
.aybe neyer will be) iMpLemented. No mention was .arle of this 
lact in either the documentation or the source code. 

22. 	 Miscellaneous source cleanup. 
23. 	 ~iscellaneous docuaentatlon cleanup. 
24. 	 Heading lIne chanMed to 'RELEASE=12JUL6S'. 

ASIIG V2L2 Release=16JUL69' 

1. 	 The text .is sinale bul:fered rather than double bu.f:fered for FJ 
output, P7 inpu~ and F8 input to reduce core requirements. 
This wilt reduce perlormance It UTBUPF.,=3. 

2. 	 An addressability problem in an FJ error message routine Is 
flxed. 

J. 	 The F3 ~ext [/0 bufferlna is i.proved by allocating ~hree 

rather than two input bulfers (one dedicated to open code). 
This reduces the number 01 reads necessary when asseDlbling a 
program contain ina Dlany Nacros. 

4. 	 A SPACE option has been added: SPACB=MAX, SPACB=nnn or 
SPACE=NAX-nnn .ay be specified. This specifies how Much core 
the aase.bler is to use. The default Is SPACE=NAX-2K for PCP 
and NFT, SPACE=MAX-4K for WVT. Core Management is cleaned up 
in general. 

5. 	 All of the asaeel-er's datasets are opened In parallel. 
6. 	 A card ln F1 wh.ich was dropped by IEBUPDTE in the V2Ll update 

is reinserted. 
7. 	 Load Module AS»GASM Is aliased ASMG for ease of reference. 
8. 	 Seconds are added to the TIIIE= field on the header page. 
9. 	 F2 calculated the nUMber of blocks in the subset dictionary 

incorrectly if the diet ionary size was a multiple of ~he 

utility blocksize. 
to. 	 The SYNADAP aacro ~or an [/0 error on SYSLIB speci~ied 

ACSMETH=BASV instead of ACSMETH=RPAM. 
11. 	 Deck ASMGMAC is de leted. Those parts of MAC st III used have 

been moved In~o deck ASII. 
12. 	 FJ now XCTLs di rectly ~o RTA instead o:freturning to MAC .hlch 

LINKed to RTA. 
13. 	 ~essa8e ASVG998A is changed to ASMG9981: [NSUFFICIENT MEMORY 

TO SATISFY MINUfUlf SPACE REQUIREMENTS. It is printed instead 
o~ typed and is produced by FI ins~ead or ASN. It indlca~es 
that less than 12736+nnn bytes are available i>or SPACE=!IIAX-nnn, 
or ~ba~ less than nnn by~es are available if SPACE=nnn is 
specifIed. The check for suft'iclent core in ASM is removed. 
Loadln@ ASlfG In~o a small partition will now result in an 804 
or BOA abend. 

14. 	 A co••on p.rint error and abend routine is added to ASM. All 
abnormal completions are now issued by branching to it. 

15. 	 Phases FI throuMh F3 now do I/O on utilities directly through 
BUF.F rather than indirectly through iliAC. Initialization 
records are no longer written on UTi and UTJ. 
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16. 	 The default DDNAlI.ES are no longer initialized by code. 
17. 	 The ASMGISxx module is kept resident ~or BATCH assemblies. For 

non-BATCH aase.blies it is temporarily written on a utility and 
then read back into aimpli fy core manalleme nt. 

18. 	 Miscellaneous .inor codin8 changes have been made to save core. 
19. 	 If default SYSLIN BLKSIZE was used, iBCFM=S was not set. 
20. 	 NOOVBIitLAY/OVERLAY uni.ple••nted, option removed. 
21. 	 Opcodas LV, STM, BXH, BXLE and EX are added to Model 44 

I NSTS.BT. 
22. 	 OC4 abend in F3 if recursive macros. 
23. 	 OC5 Abend In F3 if STSLIS card missing. 
24. 	 A COpy statement in a system .acro which was incorrect or for 

which the member did not exist in STSLIB caused an infinite 
generation loop. 

25. 	 In the ASVG.JCL dataset there were several sample update cards 
with the .1 in columns 2 and three. 

2&. 	 The reM ion sizes have been corrected on several Jobs in 
ASNG.JCL and the documentation printing Jobs now use a forms 
para.eter instead of allocating to a printer. 

27. 	 The SYSPRINT DCB no lon~er specifies RECPK=S. 
28. 	 The chaining field In the unsubsetted local dictionary has been 

changedfroe two by tes to three, pe 1"181 tt ing targer programs to 
be assembled. Errol" message 'ASNG9911 LOCAL DICTIONARY PULL' 
has been deleted. This modification can cost a person who 
doesn't need It up to about 41( in core. The change is due to 
Christine Packard and George Sjoberg of the Pennsylvania State 
University ComputatIon Center. 

29. 	 Concatenation of unlike datasets on unlike devices is now 
supported for SY8IN. 

30. 	 An extension is i.pleaented permitting PRINT statements to 
appear in macros and COpy code unless INSTSET=O lA specified. 

31. 	 IBM fixes made to Assembler (p) in Release 15/16 which were 
applicable to ASNG are inclUded. The applicable APAR numbers 
are 12765, 13222, 12455, 14306, 15405, 16338, Ib679 and 17168. 

32. 	 Using SYSGO instead of SYSLIN is now a seyerity 4 error instead 
of severity 16. 

33. 	 Miscellaneous source cleanup. 
34. 	 Miscellaneous docume.ntation cleanup. 
35. 	 Heading line changed to 'RELEA8E=16JUL69' 

ASMGV2L3 Release=18JAN70 

1. 	 If the unsubsetted local dictionary o~ a macro exceeded lK this 
could cause some of the subsetted ~ocal dictionary blocks to be 
incorrectly initialized. This happened regularly to one of the 
Release 18 SYSGEN macros. 
Statement numbers greater than 32767 were printed incorrectly 
on the lIstIng. 

3. 	 When using 18=67, the instruction LRA 
correctly. 
When RLD was specified, the RLD listing lInes included sose 
null (HEX 00) characters. This is acceptable to the printers, 
but not by some terminal systems. 

5. 	 Usl ng Q-cons to ma.ke a DSECT into an Externa L DUSIllY Sec t ion 
resulted In the wrong length being passed to the linkage 
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ed! tor. 
b. 	 The second and succeeding Lines of a multi-line MNOTE were not 

printed. 
7. 	 When usina the EXECUTE option, CSECTs were not placed on double 

word boundaries in the LOAD NAP. This couLd result in 
inco.plete dUlllps iC an error occurred. 

8. 	 When usina the EIECUTEoption, the contents o~ each TXT card 
was placed In core Col Lowed by a blank. This could have 
adverse eC1ects if anORG back was done to ptace one constant 
on top of another. 

9. 	 When the proara..er had a MACHO which was correctly flaaged as 
being previously defined OP-CODE, then tater in the assembLy 
sOllie other MACRO .i&ht Me-t a aillllLar diaanostic incorrectly. 

10. 	 Duplicate sequence sy.bols were not detected occasionally. 
11. 	 An EXTEN option is added. Several extensions to the assembler 

tanguase are placed under its control. This inclUdes the 
ability to have PRINT statelllents in macros, which was 
previously under control of the INSTSET parameter. 

12. 	 Three new system variable symbols are added (if EXTEN is on). 
These are 8SYSDATB (returns the date of the assembly 1, SSYSTIME 
(returns the tillle at which the asse.bty was started) and 
8SYSSTYP (returns the section type - CSBeT, DSECT, or COM). 

13. 	 If EXTEN is on a nested waacro can deter.lne the attributes of 
labele defIned in outer aacros as well as in the outer proaralft. 

14. 	 The COV state.ent can have a label (if BXTEN Is on) allowing 
you to detlne and reference blocks of NAMED COMMON. Thanks to 
Martin Raia at the University of Michigan Computing Center. 

15. 	 The execution 1II0nitoring proaraa, PEX, has been i.proved to 
support imprecise interrupts as generated by Models 91 and 195. 

16. 	 By reasse.biin@ three of the asse.bler modules, a user may 
generate support for the 10l10wing Nodel b7 instructions: AX, 
DX, LX, MX, SX, ADD, VDD, SOD, SLT, ADDR, MDDR, SDDR and SWPR. 
Again thanks to Martin Rai•• 

17. 	 If neither BATCH nor BXECUTE Is specif'ied, then both SYSIH and 
SYSLIN may share the same buffers. This can result in an 8K 
saving when both SYSIN and SYSLIN are blocked datasets. 

18. 	 A CLI, BNE, LA, B loop in Phase P2 is changed to a TRT 
Ins t.ruc t ion. 

19. 	 A new option, FULLLIST is i.ple.ented. This causes each 
library .acro from SYSLIB to be printed as It is edited (i.e. 
~ollowin& the END card). It is especially useful when trying 
to find the location of an error in a library macro. 

20. 	 When a line in error occurs under PRINT OFF, HOGEN or NODATA, 
ASMG now attempts to print the tine in error anyway. 

21. 	 The error message for ASMG085I is changed to 'RE-ENTRANCY 
VIOLATION.' and is produced to.r each line in which the error 
occurred (only if RBNT is specified). 

22. 	 The following [BM improve.ents made to Assembler (P) in Release 
18 are in ASMG V2L3. 

Model 85 Op-codes - these are added to IS=O and IS=1. IS=85 
is deleted. 

DOS Option - this is i.plemented as a combination of a DOS 
option which invalidates Q-cons and L-cons and suppresses the 
RLD sort, and a new instruction Set (IS=9) which is compatible 
with the DOS Assembler (F) Instruction Set. ASMG does not 
check for any conflicts in the parR! field - i.e. DOS may be 
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8peci~led with any other option. 
Date-sta.pina the END card in the obJect deck. ASMG uses a 

different ror.at but supplies the same intormation. 
Variable sy.bol subscripts up to 2500. 
ALGN/NOALGN parameter. 
OPSYN in.truc tlon. 
APAR 	 _25195 - limited support o~ &SYSLIST in mixed mode and 

keyword macros. 
APAR *21602 - warning message before errors from library 

.acro editing. In ASMG this Is .essa&e ASMG0781 and is not 
produced if PULLLIST is specified. 

23. 	 The followlna Assembler (p) release 17 fixed were applicable to 
ASMG and have been applied. 

17835, 18268, 18695, 18743, 19077, 19074. 
The following APAR fixes in Release 17 of Assembler (P) are 

not 	 in ASMG V2LJ. 

17717 - chaining to invokers save area. 

18848 - return code 20 instead of abend 20. 


24. 	 The tollowlng Assembler (F) Release 18 APAR fixes were 
applicable 	to ASMG and have been applied. 


21760, 22351, 22860, 23218, 23749, 24527, 2519b. 

25. 	 Miscellaneous source cleanup. 
26. 	 Misce 1 laneous docuaen tation cleanup. 
27. 	 Heading line changed to 'RELEASE=18JAN70' 

ASMGV2L4 Release=19FEB71 

1. 	 When in BATCH, EXECUTE a GET with an invalid save area address 
will no longer flush to end of file and then MO into the WAIT 
s ta tee 

2. 	 The SJOB control card in BATCH, EXECUTE must now have a blank 
immediately after $JOB, thus alLowing more S labels. Any 
Installation is encouralled to change SJOB to )JOB (for example) 
with SUPERZAP which will not restrict the use of a valid label, 
If this better suits their needs. See label SJOB in ASMGASM. 

3. 	 Headin& lIne changed to 'RELEASE=19FEB71'. 
4. 	 Conflict between TEST and EXTEN options has been removed. 
5. 	 The assembler will now utilize up to eight megabytes (if you've 

got It). The tor.er 1i.it of one aeaabyte was felt to be an 
inconvenient restriction by some. 

6. 	 When concatenated SYSLIBs are present, the incLusion of COPY 
code can lose the location on rlisk where the assembler must 
resu.e processing. Now the asse.bLer finds its own 
concatenation numbers for NOTE saving it for a later POINT. 

7. 	 An AIF statement from SYSLIB with an invalid label could abend 
tbe asse.bIer if it Is the first error encountered wbile 
edi ting library macros. 

8. 	 Tbe p.resence of se It-deflnin~ terms in mac ro prototypes has 
been re.oved. ThIs eliminates the possibIlity of non-existant 
or erroneous variable types being returned by the T' operator. 

9. 	 The processing of a null macro no longer results in OC4s. This 
fix inclUdes the IBM APAR P26354 in Release 19. 

10. 	 Miscellaneous documentation corrections and changes. 
11. 	 Miscellaneous code changes to save a byte here and there. 
12. 	 To prevent an OC6 abend a1'ter a given sequence of macro calls, 
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an extra STY has been added to Phase F3. IBM APAR P27008. 
13. 	 To prevent overlaying ot the bottom most CNL when the current 

dictionary wIll hold the next entry in 51 bytes but the next 
entry is the last, extra dictionary space must be checked for. 
Thanks to Darrell Wilcox ot Hoeing Computer. Services. 

14. 	 In larae assemblies the SPACE instruction may not aenerate 
blank line.. IBM APAR P27084 in Release 19. 

15. 	 A sinale DSECT with outstandinK literal. will not initiate a 
blank CSECT. IBM APAR P27018 In Release 19. 

16. 	 Phase F7N has a type code included tor L Constants. IBM 
Releaae 19. 

17. 	 The new System /360 instruction HDV (Halt Device) has been 
included in all Instruction sets except that 101" a Model 20. 

18. 	 A new instruction 8et has been included. It is INSTSET=70 and 
includes the thirteen new System /370 instructions plus those 
instructions from INSTSET=OI. 
Note that source modules ASMGF7X and ASNGP8M must be 
reassembled with G8LB variable &SYN370 set to 1, and load 
module ASNGIS70 must be inclUded In your JOBLIB. 

19. 	 Exceptions to 'NOALGN' parameter not flagged as an alignment 
error. In FRy an incorrect test is made to make a, BAL t BCT, 
EX, BIH, BXLE and LPSW exceptions to the 'NOALGN' parameter. 
IBM APAR P28239 In Release 19. 

20. 	 Incorrect output when opcode longer than six characters is 
generated by a variable syabol. IBM APAR P2R241 in Release 19. 

21. 	 A t the beginn ing of cross-reference process Ing in Phase FPP a 
program check may occur for very LarM~ progra.s. ReKister one 
Is destroyed by the code which invokes the SHRINK routine in 
BUFF when ~xistin~ tree core will not be enouMh to hold the 
XRRF list. Thanks to Bruce Davidson at IBW C4nada. 

22. 	 A chan~e In error aessaae ASMG0571 to read: 'SU8SCRIPT NOT 
WITHIN DIMENSIONS.' 

23. 	 In EXECUTE ..ode fixed-point and decimal over'flow exceptions as 
well as significance and underflow exceptions in a user's 
program are no lonaer trapped by the SPIE in FEX, unless the 
user sets his own program mask. 

24. 	 In EXECUTE mode any previous SPIE will be reinstated by FEX 
after executin@ the userls program. This may be useful to 
programs that LINK to ASKG. 

25. 	 In EXECUTE mode if a userls program exceeds his EXTIME then a 
dump of registers and core will follow. If this dump is not 
desired then see coalllents near ISTHATIT in FEX to ZAP a branch 
instruction. 

26. 	 Again in EXECUTE DIode a successful STINER exit is no longer 
dependent on reMister 13 not being altered. 

27. 	 Lastly in EXECUTE mode if the STUI.BR exit was taken in the 
middle of executin@ a module in the link pack area (e.g. an 
access ..ethod) th~n the at tempt to create a program interrupt 
and remove the STINER IRB would fail. Now the user's program 
area is zeroed before returnIng which, unless the program is 
self-regeneratin8, wIll eventually ter.inate in an interrupt 
and return control to FEX via SPIE. 

28. 	 Files J and 4 of ASMG24 contain the User's Guide and 
IMplementation Guide, respectively. These 'fltes can be used ~o 
generate a master copy for the manuals using a TN print chain 
and full page carriage tape by using IEBGENER programs provided 
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in the ASMG24.JCL file. 

ASMGV2LS Re leas e=20 SE P71 

1. 	 Division of the ACTR counter by 2 fo.r each error during macro 
e.xpansion. 
Printing both the be10re and after location addresses for an 
o RG sta temen t. 

3. 	 Cross-reference 01 literals under control of an LREF parameter. 
The default is NOLREP. 

4. 	 A front end UPDATE facility has been added with ./ DELBTE and 
./ bNDUP support. 

5. 	 Under EXTENt SETC variables may be declared as havina maximum 
lengths other than eiaht. The default lenKth may be set via 
the new LSETC= para.ete.!" or explicitly within the program: 

GBLC SA*100,SB.l(2Sb),~C declares GA to have a 
maximum length of 100 bytes, sa an array each with a max length 
of one and GC with the default lenQth, normally eight bytes. 
The maximum length specified may range from 1 to 255 bytes. 
The second expression of a substrlnQ notation may also be as 
large as 255. 

6. 	 Removal of the TRBAL SVC requirement for utilities. 
7. 	 Addition o~ the OS release number to the header page. 
8. 	 Addition of routing codes to WTO operations for WCS. 
9. 	 The object output on SYSLIN or SYSGO is determined by examining 

the TIOT instead of trying SYSLIN and if that fails producing 3 
error messages and trying SYSGO. 

10. 	 Instead of terminating with an ABEN.D 20 in recognized terminal 
situations, now a return with a return code of 20 is done to 
ASMG's invoker. 

11. 	 A problem with pre-allocated utiLities has been fixed. The 
utility blockaize may be specified on the DD card but wILL not 
be taken from an existina dataset. 

12. 	 A bue where a DDNAMB was missing in an I/O error messaee has 
been fixed. 

13. 	 All non-comment MNOTEsare now tagged with '***MNOTE***'. 
14. 	 MOLT is a synonym .for the BATCH opt ion,and NOMO.LT ~or NOBATCH. 
15. 	 Object cards are packed aore ef~iciently If DS OH etc., is 

used. 
lb. 	 A BLDL is now done on sIx modules at the start of an asseably. 

If the BLDL fails a System 806 abend will occur. 
17. 	 Most of the entries in tbe LISTI common area in the ASMGASM 

root segment are now references with symbolic displacements. 
18. 	 Pix a bug whereby an unblocked SYSIN dataset could not be 

concatenated to a blocked one. 
19. 	 For multiple BATCH asse.blles, asu.mary ta.ble of errors wIll 

terminate the SYSPRINT listing. 
20. 	 A Pha.se F3 performance bug has been corrected. In given 

circumsta.nces witb aacros, too many reads were done on UT3. 
Also the priority scheme in BUPF has been altered. 

21. 	 Under EXTENt the K' (count) attribute of any SETC variable in a 
macro may be taken. 

22. 	 Under EXTBN, SETC variables which contain a, C or X type self
derining terms may be used In a SETA expression. 

23. 	 Unde.r EXTEN, a new system variable symbol SSYSPARM has been 
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implemented In macros. rts value is de~lned by the SYSPARM= 
• parameter and its default value Is a nuLL string. 

24. 	 Under EXTEN, ~ACRO and M6ND statements may be copied using 
COPY, into the programmers source stream. Such copied 
proara••er macros may not contain COPY. 

25. 	 LINECNT=O Is now a valid parm. This turns oft the page heading 
mechanism ~or all portions of the listIng except for TITLE and 
EJECT stateaenta in the source. 

26. 	 A null parM on the EXEC card wIll no longer be treated AS an 
error. How PARM='LOAD"NODECK' will be valid. 

27. 	 A generation parameter has been added to ASMGFI. &KAXWAC is a 
GBLA variable which deflnes the aaxlmulA number o"f macros 
allowed on SYSLIB. The default value is 1000. 

28. 	 OPSYN placement bas been restructed by setting a swltch more 
often in P2. This gives the same results as an OPSYN pre
processor in Fl. Now only ICTL or another OPSYN may precede an 
OPSYN. rBM APAR P31010. 

29. 	 MNOTE, T.lTLE and PUNCH operands with quotes are restricted. 
IBK APAR p32950. 

30. 	 337 ABEND i"f nested proaram macros with undefined variable 
symbol In macro call. IBM APAR P28259. 

31. 	 VarIable wIth dimension Mre4ter than 255 and SYSLIST is used. 
APAR PJ2940. 

32. 	 Sublist passed to inner Macro Instruction is treated as 
charac tel" str Injl by Inn er Mac 1"0 Det inl t ion. APAR P32953. 

33. 	 Entry statement not properly flagged when symbol referenced Is 
equated to a symbol declared as externa 1. APAR P32954. 

34. 	 Parm=TEST does no~ generate any SYW entry ~or priVate code. 
APAR P31001. 

35. 	 Fix up some restructions on :)70 Instructions in F7X. 
36. 	 Plus sign inserted in statement ~ollo.ing a Nacro when using 

PRINT NOGEN. APAR P2R587. 
37. 	 Wessaae ASMG0661 is incorrect. P28594. 
38. 	 Too low a severl~y code ~or ASMGI071. APAR P32938. 
39. 	 A DC with previously de~ined label and Parm=TEST generates no 

gYM card output "for this statement. APAR P3tOOO. 
40. 	 ZAP =(LITI ),=(LIT2) causes two error messages but only the 

~lrst is in error. APAR P28590. 
41. 	 Removal o~ the SYSPRINT DO card requirement if 

Parm='NOLIST,TERM' speci.fled and SYSTERM opens successfully. 
42. 	 Implementation of WXTRN (weak external) in all Asse ..bler (G) 

instruction sets. 
43. 	 Inclusion of ~he thir~een SY8tem /370 instructIons in 

I NSTSET=O. Removal of the former INSTSBT=70. The System /370 
Instructions have also been inclUded in INSTSET=l but they may 
be removed by setting GBLB variable &STN370 to 0 In ASMGISOI 
and reassemhling. 

44. 	 I mplemen tat ion 01 SYSTERK support for TSO. Under HASP, the 
SYSTERM listing will precede the SYSPRINT listing. Very minor 
chanaes were made in the SYSTERM format. 

45. 	 An EXECUTB bug in FEX is ~ixed. .If the user's program got a 
program interrupt, the assembler might go Into a dumping loop 
because the aaskable interrupt bits in the PSW were not turned 
o "ff. 

46. 	 It INSTSET=20 is specified then only one ESD item per ESP 
record is placed in the object program to be compatible _ith 
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the Model 20 Loader. 
47. 	 The Release Date on the header page has been changed to 

• 20SEP71 '. 
48. 	 Concatenated SYSIN on unli~e devices may fail if QSAM [/0 

modules are not resident in LINKPACK. Thanks to Ken Kashmarek 
o~ the University of Iowa. 

49. 	 Address constants wi~h bit lengths .ay produce wrona object 
code. APAR P3t016. 

50. 	 Under E~TEN, asse.bler opcodes EJECT, PRINT, SPACB and TlTLE 
are allowed be~ween GBLx, LeLx and ACTR statements. 

51. 	 I.pl.aentation of a fourteenth 370 instruction Monitor Call 
(MC) In ASKGISOO and ASNGISOI. 

ASMGV2L6 Release=21 SEP72 

1. 	 Routing codes changed on WTO. ASM. 
2. 	 Zero subscript in aacro operand not flagged. F3. p39586. 
3. 	 GSYSLIST(O) allowed. F3. P39640. 
4. 	 All of the co..on LISTI area in ASNGASK referenced by syabolic 

displace.ents. 
5. Order of DCB addresses and DDNAMEs in ASMGASM Is sy.bolic. 
Sa. Overridlna DDNAMEs no longer need be double word aligned. Fl. 
6. 	 PRINT, SPACE, E~ECT and TITLE alLowed before GBLx declarations 

In open code. F2. P32973. 
7. 	 If first record of systeN Macro contains garbaae. F2A. 

PJ9576. 
8. 	 Processing ot ASMG996J 'INSUFFICIENT NE)(O~Y TO PROCESS SYMBOL 

TABLE' would BAL to an incorrect location. Fl. 
9. 	 If source record Is longer than 236 and the record gets 

segmented on the utIlity then counts not updated correctly. 
pl. P45807. 

10. 	 Testran SYM code for L-constant incorrect. p7H. P39517. 
11. 	 Change to MC eMacro Call) instruction to allow literals aa the 

1st operand. F7X, ISOO and IS70. 
12. 	 Change to SRP (Shift and Round Packed) instruction not to allow 

literals as the 2nd operand. P7X, ISOO and 1570. 
13. 	 Pix a bug that allowed SRP mask to be greater than 9. P7X. 
14. 	 IDR support on END card. (f only one ID is present the second 

slot is used ~or date and tiNe stamps with the count marked 
one. 

15. 	 First machine instruction after S-constant with address error 
flagged. F8D. P39647. 

16. 	 Under EXECUTE, a user's program 0:1 size greater than 61{ that 
uses too much CPU ti.e aay cause a three instruction loop in 
the PRBECORE routine o~ BUFF. FD. Thanks to Michael Stack of 
Northern I~llnois University. 

17. 	 LREP entry pas~ statement 32,767 would have a garba&e state••nt 
number. PPP. 

18. 	 A change in de~ault parameter ~rom NOLREF to LREF. Fl. 
19. 	 Overriding parame~ersfro. the EXEC card (i~ any) are printed 

on tbe header page. Fl. 
20. 	 RLD listing would print an unnecessary heading if the number of 

entries was an exact multiple o~ LINECNT. FPP. 
21. 	 An invalid label on AGO produces incorrect edited text during 

editing in F2. At best this error would produce an erroneous 
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ASMG059 UNDEPINED SEQUENCE SYWROL and at worst would abend 
attempting to POINT to an invalid disk address. F3. 
Under BATCH, EXECUTE an Initial SJOB card witt be supplied by 
the asseabler if omitted. The $JOB card retains its function 
as a sepa.rator between Jobs. Fl. 
A user under EXBCUTE is expected to do output on SYSPRINT in a 
PUT MOVE aanner with ASA carriage control with LRECL 121 or 
133. This is In spite of the tact that the dataset is really 
PUT LOCATE and machine RECPM. FEX. 
Record count statIstics follow the number of dla~nostic 

messaaes at the end of tbe assembly. ASM, F2 and FD. 
Removal of the SYSLIB dataset requirement. If no SYSLIB DD 
card is present and macro catls are present then INVALID OPCODE 
errors will re8ult. Fl. 
Reaoval of the 1000 macro lImIt in the SYSLIR dataset 
concatenAtions. If more than the maximum number of aacros are 
found then the incore macro table will not be coaplete and 
warning diagnostic ASMG20B will be produced. Furthermore 
ASMG209 wilt be produced tetling the number of conventional OS 
FINDs that were necessary to complete the assembly (if any). 
The default incore limit specified by &MAXNAC has been 
decreased to 800. 
The title on the header page is changed from 'O/S 360 
ASSEMBLER' to 'OS/360 ASSEMBLER'. The title on the UPDATE 
lIsting is chanaed to 'ASSEMBLER (G) UPDATE LOG'. 
Page Dumberin. for one assembLy is now consecutive. In BATCH 
aode each separate asseably resets the page count as does the 
BATCH SUMMARY listing. 
Errors follow ina an 'ASMG0781 FOLLOWING ERRORS OCCURRED WHILE 
EDITING LIBRARY MACROS' no lonaer point to the END statelllent if 
FULLLIST is not specified. Instead the diagnostics point to a 
&enerated cOlllment statement followina the END card which giveR 
the library macro name being edited when the error occurred. 
Only one generated co••ent is present for each macro with 
errors. P2. 
The./ DELETE functIon of the UPDATE feAture has been modified. 
The keyword ar@uments SEQ1= and SEQ2= may occur in any order 
and their operands may be from one to eight alphanumeric 
characters In length. High order character zeros wIll be 
supplied if necessary to make the arguments eight bytes in 
1 ength. UP. 
To prevent overlaying the bottom most CML in the dyna.ic region 
managed by BUFF when the current dictionary wi It hold the next 
entry In 51 bytes but the next entry Is the last. Instead 54 
bytes plus the length of the optional SYSPARM must be checked. 
F3. 
When &SYSNDX is 256 or more and a local macro dictionary Is 
being built at or near the end of a BUFF core block, the next 
CML block pointers may be destroyed by incorrectly inserting 
the &SYSPARN paraaeter. This leads to oes and OC6 abends in 
Stage 1 Sysgens in small regIons. F3. 
I~ the TERM option Is specl~ied under TSO, SYSTERN buffers will 
not be primed to avoid unnecessary line feeds. 
NIne new System 370 instructions added to [5=0 and IS=70. 
These are instructions for clock comparator and address 
translation. ISOO, IS70, F7X and F8M. 
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35. 	 Release SYNADF butfer and save areas to the system in the case 
of permanent I/O errors. AS~. 

36. 	 A new keyword parameter COL: for multiple column output ~or 
XREF and RLD. Thanks to Chet Smith at Penn State who sent code 
to iaplement this idea and to Andrew Koenig at Columbia 
University whose code was incorporated almost verbatim. FPP. 

37. 	 Generated BNPR and BNZR not recognized in fInal asseably. F7X. 
38. 	 Release date changed to 21SEP72. 
39. 	 Lastly this is to acknowledge two ASNG enhancements that were 

not included. The first was the ability to read squished 
wylbur flles on SYSIN, SYSUP and SYSLIB from Andrew Koenig at 
Columbia. The second a mod to cross re~erence symbots in 
MACROs listed on SYSPRINT, and an instruction opcode cross 
reference from Michael Ward and John Keith at Miami-Dade 
College. Thanks to both installations ~or passing on their 
changes. 

ASKGV2L7 Release=21FEB74 

1. 	 Changes to SYSIN monitoring routines In ASMGASM to allow change 
of QSAN I/O routine location when crossing concatenations. ASM. 

2. 	 Remoyal of 'I' from the end of all error messages. ASM. FD. 
3. 	 CALIGN=n parameter to Bovern alignment of macro comments in 

generated statements. ASK. Fl. F2. F7X. F8P. 
4. 	 UPCOND=n parameter to abort an assembly with UPDATE optIon If 

errors are detected. ASK. UP. F3. FD. 
5. 	 Release date changed to '21FEB74'. ASU. 
6. 	 lOR information changed to 'ASMG21FEB 0207 1 • ASM. 
7. 	 Blksizes of utilities specified on DO cardR are saved in a OCR 

e~tension, not in the OCBBUFL field. ASK. Fl. 
8. 	 Utility read mod to circumvent CMS bug passing back .a~i.um 

record length of data, not actual length at data. BUPF. 
~. Unimportant update log messages are indented ~ive columns. UP. 
to. Changes to SYSIN read routine In ASVGUP to allow change of OSAM 

I/O routine location when crossing concatenations. UP. 
It. ASAtGFl made a separate moduletrom ASMGP2. ASMGFI reorganized 

and resequenced. Pl. 
12. 	 System checking enhanced to recognize VS1, VS2, and CMS. Fl. 
t3. 	 I/O exits supported~or all -tiles except utIlities and SYSLIB. 

ASM. Fl. 
14. 	 Par .. field scan routine redone to work on lIlinumum unique length 

principle for recoanltion. Result -- some short ~orms for 
example, RLD and ESD, have changed. Pl. 

15. 	 XREF=SHORT and XREF=FULL support. Fl. FPP. 
16. 	 UMAP (Using Map) support. Ft. FHA. FPP. 
17. 	 Scannin& errors when getting SYSPARM= argu.ent have been 

correc ted. Ft. 
18. 	 CNS option supported as de-tault under CMS, optionally under OS 

to suppress incore macro directory and optimized NOTE/POINT 
Syslib routines. Fl. F2. 

19. 	 Assignment of default Utility Hlksizes altered to better 
utilize tbe devIce they are on. Fl. 

20. 	 Mod to move just the initial alobal dictionary length and no 
.ore to solve VS Fetch Protect abend. Fl. 

21. 	 Assembl er (F) and (G) co.pat ib 1 e ODname mappi ng rout 1ne for 
" 
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overridinM ddna.es. Fl.
" 22. 	 ICTL and OPSYN scannin~ routines moved ~rom ASMGFI to ASMGF2. 

Fl. F2. 
23. 	 MACRO and MEND are Invalid opcodes when COPYing within a system 

laacro. F2. 
24. 	 Nested COpy to fIve levels is supported. Double buf~ered reads 

atl the way down. F2. F2A. 
25. 	 PUSH and POP assembler opcodes are supported to five levels 

with USING and PRINT operands. F2. F7C. F8A. FRI. 
26. 	 Null positional argu.ents supported in macro prototypes. F2. 
27. 	 E.xtended BQU support. F2. F2A. F3. F7C. 
28. 	 Sys te. 200 fixed. whenAS1IG992 in ASJlGF 2 fa i Ls to check SYSLI B 

reads before ter.inating. F2A. 
29. 	 To ignore arMuNents of PTLB and IPK in the XREF. F7C. 
30. 	 Labelled CNOP supported under EXTEN. F7C. F7X. 
31. 	 Label ted ORG supported under EXTEN.F7C. F7X. 
32. 	 Extended DROP supported under EXTEN. F7C.F7X. F8A. 
33. 	 Unlabelled DSECTs supported under EXTEN. F7C. F7X. 
34. 	 To ignore second argulaent 01 END for XREF. F7C. 
35. 	 Support 25 teras, to levels of parentheses and unary + and - in 

the assembly pbases, under EXTEN • F7V. F8V. 
36. 	 SYM entry~or labelled COJlW:ON under EXTEN. F7N. 
37. 	 Generated coaNents in .acro operand field when delimited by a 

blank. F7X. 
38. 	 ReorManization and resequence of ASMGF7X. F7X. 
39. 	 Support for up to 8 character TITLE labels everywhere except 

object deck sequence nu.bers, under EXT EN. F7C. 
40. 	 MHOTE operands print starting in column one of Source Stat.aent 

field. F8P. 
41. 	 First Location counter generated by a .acro call under PRINT 

NOGEN wIll print in LOC field bes ide last statement of Macro 
Call. F8P. 

42. 	 Operand value of EQU, ORG and USING wilL print in ADDR2 field. 
FBP. 

43. 	 ASYGFPP reorganized and resequenced. FPP. 
44. 	 Fix to ASMGFB.lC under EXECUTE when assemb le r abends printing 

user's dUMP, Mlving a du.p loop_ FEX. 
45. 	 Nine new instructions added to IS=OO and IS=70. ISOO. 1570. 
46. 	 PUSH and POP asse.bler opcodes added to all instruction sets 

except 15=00 (Assembler (F» and 15=09 (DOS). 
47. 	 15=71 created for eMS, based on IS=70 and IncLudIng the RVe 

instruction (Hypervisor Call). IS71. 
48. 	 Change of de£ault incore aacro directory size frOM 800 to 1000 

entrles. Fl. 
49. 	 Miscellaneous source cleanup. 
50. 	 DOCUMentation revision and conversion to SCRIPT ~or formatting_ 

ASMGV2L7a Release=2lMAR76 

1. 	 Change Release date from 21FEB74 to 21MAR76. ASMGASM -- V7AOl. 
2. 	 To allow a label on other than the first TITLB statement of an 

asse.bly, under EXTEN. ASMGF7C -- V7A02. 
3. 	 Addressing exception -fix under NOEXTEN with Scale, Type and 

Length attributes. ASMGF3 -- V7A03. 
4. 	 To correct printing 01 TITLE source stateMent when TITLE is 
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continued. ASMGF2, ASKGF2A, ASMGF8P -- V7A04. Thanks to Greg 
Lancaster. 

5. 	 To correct pLacing co••ent of ~enerated stateMenta in source 
colUMn one of tiRtin8 when CALIGN=l. ASMGP2 -- V7A05. 

6. 	 To correct equal aign impLyin" a k.yword within quoted 
positional operand. ASNGP2 -- V7A06. 

7. 	 Invalid test of switch for PRINT GEN. ASMGF8P -- V7A07. 
8. 	 Fix for TITLE/REPRO/PUNCH operand check for quoted string. 

ASMGP2, ASMGF2A -- V7A08. 
9. 	 Align comment-a of gen....at.d CSECT, OSHCT and COM statements in 

the correct column. ASNGF8P -- V7A09. 
10. 	 Successive spaces greater than 255. IBM APAR 52832. ASIIGP8P 

-- V7AtO. 
11. 	 Erronious literal is flagged but code is generated. IBII APA R 

45818 and 67494. ASMGP8M -- V1All. 
12. 	 OC4 when MACRO is only statement of Library member. IBN APAR 

61450. ASVGP2A -- V7Al2. 
13. 	 EXpressions ~llowed fo.. literal duplications and length 

facto"s, under EXTEN. ASIIGF1D, ASMGF8M -- V7A13. 
14. 	 Current Location Counter '.' allowed in Duplication and Lenath 

factor calculations in DCs, DSs and lIterals, under EXTEN. 
ASMGF7n -- V7A14. 

15. 	 Support of 4 byte self-defining terms in Assembly Phases, under 
EtTEN. ASWGF7V, ASMGF8V -- V7A15. 

16. 	 Increase AssembLer size by 2K to solve VS2 core ~anage.ent 

problems (804, 80A) under BATCH and to allow tor extra code in 
this update. ASMGF3, ASMG.NACROLIB(COMMON) -- V7A16. 

17. 	 Under EXTENt allow SETx variabLe di.ension to be up to 9999. 
ASMGF2 -- V7A17. 

18. 	 If more than 255 state.ents are flagged In an assembly then the 
"nnn WAS HIG.HES'I SEVERITY CODE" message witl show an incorrect 
value for "nnn'. ASMGFD -- V7A18. 

19. 	 Unini ... ialized dummy ESD name at start 0.1 table could lead to 
ASMG019 diagnostic for EXTRNs and WXTRNs in extraordinary 
circu.stances. ASMGF7l -- V7A19. Thanks to WATHOL. 

20•• / NUMBER support 1n UPDATE leature. ASMGUP -- V7A20. Thanks 
to David Singe... 

21. 	 ./ * support in UPDATE feature for comments. ASYGUP V7A22. 
22. 	 ./ DELET suppo .. t in UPDATE feature as in UPDAT. ASMGUP 

V7A22. Thanks to Greg Lancaster. 
23. 	 Possible erronious column number when first error was in opcode 

field of .f1rst stat e.en.... ASMGF71 V7A23. 
24. 	 OcS abend in ASMGP2 when editing an emp... v macro. ASMGF2A-

V7A24. 
25. 	 OC4 or OC6ABEND in ASMGP3 alter a MACRO bas terminated with 

ACTR Coun"'er Exceeded. ASMGP3 -- V7A25. 
26. 	 OC5 ABEND in HUFF because KEYLEN value non-zero In DSCB or JFCH 

before assembler invoked. ASblGFl -- V7A26. 
27. 	 For greater compatability witb par. scanning routine 01' 

prev lous ASMG 1 evels , 'N' is now a va tId pref ix equivaten t 101' 

'NO'. Also LD (LOAU), EUict (ESD), lWict (RLD) and LCount= 
(LINECNT=) made alte..nate foras. ASWGFl -- V7A27. 

28. 	 Under EXTEN, 'END' s"'atement allowed in COpy code. ASNGF2 
V7A28. 

29. 	 Labet field support for USING NAP Option. ASMGF8A, ASMGFPP 
V7A29. 
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30. 	 Looping SYSTERW output with macro catl error continued over six 
cards. ASWGPBI -- V1A30. 

31. 	 TESTRAN SYM card support "for 'simply relocatable EOUs, labelled 
LTORGs, CHOPs and ORGs. ASMGP1N·- V1A3t. 

32. 	 Change maximum va.lue o~ EXTIVE= param~ter froa 999 to 9999 to 
agree wi th the docu.ent at Ion. ASMG. MAC ROLl H( COMMON) -- V1.A32. 

33. 	 Clear ~ Irst column o"f SYSTERV error number in case statement 
Number exceeds 9999. ASVGPD -- V1A33. 

34. 	 Bad Label with extra a.mpersands in a Macro Prototype causes OC6 
in ASNOF3. ASIIGF2 - V1A34. 

35. 	 HAL to incorrect address in ASMGASM in case of ASMG9911 error. 
Fixed by changing ASMG997! termination to ASMG114 error on one 
statement. Thus the assembly can continue but wilt almost 
surely run out of core In the XREF processing. ASMGF&A, ASMGFD 
-- V7A35. 

36. 	 Incorrect spelling of PItOTOTVPE in ASMG093 diagnostic. ASMGFD 
-- V7A36. 

37. 	 Incorrect spelling o~ THAN in ASMG335 diagnostic. ASMGUP - 
V7A37. 

38. 	 Label containing an equal sign on an unde~ined operation code 
caused OC6. ASMGF2 -- V7A38. 

39. 	 A generated statement that is too long (A5I1G040) produces OCI 
In print phase. ASMGF3 -- V7A39. 

40. 	 DocumentatIon error where EXTlme= was shown with an incorrect 
mInimum length. ETl_e= was added for compatabiLlty wIth 
previous ASNG levels. ASNOFt -- V7A40. 

41. 	 Under EXTEN, treat an MNOTE with only a quoted string aa an 
operand (i.e. SeverIty code is not specified or implied) as a 
comment when printing. ASMGF7C -- V7A41. 

42. 	 Direct support ~or Wylbur format input 1iLes on SYSIN, SYSUP 
and SYSLIB. Thanks to Andrew Koenig o"f CoLumbia. ASNCWYL, 
ASMGASM, ASNGFI, ASMGF2A, ASMGUP -- V7A42. 

43. 	 SEQuence/NOSEQuence para for Wytbur Inpu1: files. CONMO.N, 
ASMGWYL, ASNGPl -- V7A43. 

44. 	 YFLaa/NOYFlag par. support to optionally suppress the 'ASNG046 
AT LEAST ONE RELOCATABLE Y TYPE CONSTANT IN ASSEMBLY' 
dlagnost ic. ASJlGFt, ASMG.PD -- V1 A44. 

45. 	 Atter a user program interrupt In EXECUTE mode, the PIE may be 
attered before being tormatted tor print. ASMGFEX -- V7A45. 

46. 	 Fix possible bad DDNAME in an ASMG200 disgnostic. ASMGFl 
V7A46. 

47. 	 ./ CHNGE support in UPDATE feature as in UPDAT as an atias for 
the .1 CHANGE .:function. ASMGUP -- V7A47. 

48. 	 Restore second base for ASWGPI open exit when HARDCOPY option 
used with UPDATE feature. ASMGUP -- V7A48. 

49. 	 Make syste. variable SYMbols, such as SYSPARM, available in 
open code. ASMGf2, ASNGP3, COMMON -- V7A49. 

50. 	 Check :for chanae in output access Method address for QSAM 
'fites. ASMGASM, ASMGWY.L - V7ASO. 

51. 	 Leng1:h attribute (L') of E.xtended EQU sy.bol with length of 
zero produced Addressability errors. ASMGF1V, ASNGFRV 
V7A51. 

52. 	 Change to operation o~ SPACE=MAX- paraMeter 1:0 free storage at 
hIgh end of core. ASMGFI -- V7A52. 

53. 	 Intermixing 01 Positional and Keyword parameters in Macro 
Prototype and Macro .lnstruc1:ion statements, under EXTEN. 
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ASMOP2. ASMGP3 -- V7A53. 
54. 	 Addreaaability adJustaents. ASMGF2, CONMON -- V7A54. 
55. 	 LCLx, G8Lx and ACTR .tata.enta can appear anywhere before the 

variabl.'. use 1n Op.n cod. or within a Macro definition, under 
SITEN. ASKOF2, ASWGP3 -- V7A55. 

56. 	 Under EXTEN it is valid to use the KI (count) operator to aet 
the langth of a SETA or a SETS variable. ASNGF2A, ASNGF3-
V7A56. 

57. 	 Fix for a possible bad re&ister when an ASMG30S diagnostic 
occurs under EXECUTE. ASKGFEX -- V7A57 • 

• 
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J. REPORT INC BUGS 

Present plans indicate ~hat there will be active support o~ 
Asse..bl«'!r (0) unt! 1 at leas~ JanulI.ry Ifl77. Assistance in overcoMing 
bugs in ASMG Is available ~rom the University of Waterloo. 

Bugs should be reported to: 

Mrs. Sandi Ward 

Comput ing Cent re 

Univers! ~ o.t Waterloo 

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 


N2L 3Gl 

When reporting bugs the 1'ollowing material should be included: 

t. SYSUDUMP if applicable. 
2. Source tape or listln@ to reproduce the problem• 

• 
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